


























The Grand Duchy of Finland and “other” prison 
in the Russian Empire
The Finnish penal system elicits interest the world over, and has served as 
a model for many countries. In particular, Finland is well known for its low 
incarceration rate, its wide-ranging use of rehabilitation programmes, and 
its system of open prisons. This paper discusses some background factors 
behind Finland’s “success story”.
The guiding premise of this study is that prisons reflect the societies, and societal 
changes, which surround them. According to Michel Foucault, prisons contain all the 
same mechanisms, which are already present in society. David Garland, a leading scholar 
in criminology and the sociology of law, strongly believes that by analysing crime con-
trol and available modes of punishment within a specific society, broader generalisations 
about social order and ways of governance within that society can be inferred1.
In the modern penal system, significant attention is paid to the rehabilitation of 
prisoners, with a view to their reintegration into society upon release. And this is far 
from being merely a 21st century concern. The Progressive (or Irish) prison system, 
introduced in Ireland in 1854, aimed to return offenders to the community, trans-
forming them from outsiders into fully-functioning citizens.
In this paper, I will explore the historical basis for social engagement of prison-
ers in the Finnish penal system. I will discuss how the model was developed in the 
19th century. What was the Finnish understanding of punishment and its aims? 
What place in the penal system was accorded to the rehabilitation of a criminal? Did 
Russian official and public debates influence the development of Finnish criminal 
justice? My paper will focus particularly on the question, how did the unique condi-























I will try to answer these questions by analysing archival materials from the pe-
riod of Finnish autonomy, published legislative documents, journalism, as well as 
some researches on the issue. During that work, I found that there are in the Na-
tional Archives of Finland abundant number of Russian language sources, which has 
not been used by other researchers.
The major study “Scandinavian Penal History, Culture and Prison Practice: Em-
braced by the Welfare State?”2, edited by Peter Scharff Smith and Thomas Ugel-
vik, and published a few years ago, looks conceptually attractive. Unfortunately, the 
scope of the study is limited geographically to the Scandinavian peninsula and — 
though the editors mention the Finnish situation as a point of interest —  does not 
include Finland. Finland, after all, occupies a particular status among the Nordic 
countries, because for more than one hundred years it was under the control of 
a non-Nordic country.
However, according to John Pratt3, a prominent researcher on the history and 
sociology of punishment, the Finnish prison system is a key component of Scandina-
vian Penal Exceptionalism, characterised by its humane attitude towards prisoners 
and protection of their rights. However, this was not always the way in Finland. 
It will suffice here to turn to historical narrative.
We all know that in 1809, Finland became a part of Russia while still preserv-
ing its Swedish laws. The aftermath of the Russian-Swedish war and the Finns’ 
indefinite position led to an increase in crime. As was the case throughout Europe at 
the time, Finnish prisons were overcrowded and in unsatisfactory condition. In re-
sponse to general unease amongst the population, the Finnish clergy proposed to 
exile “thieves” to Siberia4. The hope was that criminals, finding themselves unable 
to return to Finland, would forget the past, and begin a new life in Siberia. However 
this Finnish initiative was made law only after the ascension to the Russian throne 
of Nicholas I. Beginning in 1826, male prisoners who had been condemned to death 
by Finnish law and subsequently pardoned had their sentences commuted to hard 
labour (penal servitude) in Siberia5. In time, the category of Finns sent to Siberia 
was expanded. From 1848, convicted vagrants as well as women were sentenced to 
Siberian exile6. And only in 1888 (the year Finnish prison reform was completed) 
the deportation of Finns to Siberia was replaced by indefinite forced labour in do-
mestic prisons. From that time, Finland began to take care of its own criminals. 
Finnish researcher Alpo Juntunen7 provides a detailed discussion of this issue in his 
dissertation.
In the first decades of the 19th century, industrialisation had not yet fully taken 
hold in Finland. Although the Grand Duchy’s manufacturing power was, by all qual-
itative measures, superior to Russian analogues, Finnish national self-awareness was 
not yet born. Most importantly, the Grand Duchy lacked a national school of crimi-
nal law, capable of developing new concepts of crime and punishment. This would 
be essential if Finland was to create a fundamentally new criminal justice system. 
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the mid-19th century, along with the formation of a national market, the growth of 
self-awareness, culture (including legal culture), and the reinvigoration of the Diet 
of Finland.
Following the general European tendency, Finland too saw increased societal and 
government interest in prison reform from the mid-19th century onwards. Atten-
tively studying foreign models, Finnish experts saw even then that the main goal of 
criminal justice must be the rehabilitation and social reintegration of the offender. 
The resolution passed by the Finnish Senate in 18668, which took action in 1870, sig-
nalled the transition from an outdated Swedish system to the new Finnish Criminal 
Code, which had already been drafted. Incarceration was already taken to mean not 
only physical restraint and enforced labour, but rehabilitation through education, 
discipline, and industry. To ensure maximally effective criminal rehabilitation, Finn-
ish law transferred responsibility to the prisoners themselves. They would be living 
proof that all measures implemented in prisons were introduced for their benefit. 
Therefore, punishment was meted out in direct correlation with prisoners’ indus-
triousness and good behaviour. Accordingly, prisoners were divided into 4 classes. 
Upon reaching the highest class, prisoners had significant economic advantages, 
their correspondence and visiting rights were increased, as was the choice of activi-
ties in their free time. The Finns were already convinced that rehabilitation does not 
have to begin once an offender is released from prison. And so, as early as 1870, the 
progressive (for its time) Irish system of criminal rehabilitation was introduced in 
Finland.
In 1889, the first ever Finnish Criminal Code was put into effect —  one of the 
most innovative among European nations of the time. Its implementation was com-
plicated by conflict with Russian Imperial powers. From 1894, as a result of the new 
law, restraint was lessened in direct correlation with a prisoner’s good behaviour, 
to the extent of limited release into the community. Moreover, conditional early 
release, if a prisoner observed certain requirements. In Russia, similar probational 
release was not introduced until 1909. In the opinion of Finnish society, progres-
sive correctional practices should prepare prisoners for future social reintegration, as 
well as positively affecting their personal rehabilitation. This emphasis on reintegra-
tion found praise in progressive Russian legal literature of the time.
A prison system is formed dependent on a specific country’s specific social, eco-
nomic and political conditions. The Finnish government claimed that towards the 
end of the 19th century, the better Finnish prisons contained fewer inmates than 
places9. Unfortunately, such a situation turned out to be untenable, because the rev-
olutionary events of 1905–1906 led to an increase in the number of inmates and an 
overcrowding of prisons.
In this way, the late 19th —  early 20th centuries present us with the first successful 
period in the complex and unstable history of Finnish prison reform.
Amongst scholars, there has long been a one-sided attitude towards this period 























ence of the Russian Empire on the history of the Grand Duchy of Finland. Finnish 
historians10 and criminologists11 have published several studies of the Finnish peni-
tentiary system in the Russian Empire but their approach has been too often narrow 
in concentrating to the dark sides and leaving aside the positive development and 
reforms of the period. The proper and critical approach to the topic demand that the 
researcher has disciplinary understanding of history and criminology.
However, the view expressed by many Finnish and Russian researchers and sup-
ported by an American researcher, seems to me more objective: “Finland enjoyed 
substantial autonomy, especially when it came to domestic matters”.
“Meanwhile in Finland, Russia had provided its Grand Duchy with substantial 
legal autonomy. For that reason, Finland maintained the Swedish penal code provi-
sions for most of the 19th century. In 1889, Finland eventually replaced the Swedish 
penal code provisions of 1734 with its own Finnish Criminal Code. This code, which 
remained heavily influenced by Swedish legislation, is still in use today but has since 
been amended and reformed several times”12.
The assertions13 seems all the more groundless, if one considers that as early as 
1814 the first Finnish commission for drafting a new Criminal Code was formed. 
In the 75 years that followed, commissions of experts were dissolved and re-assem-
bled in response to party politics and internal resistance14. In 1889, Russian Imperial 
power postponed the Code’s implementation until 1894. According to Russian ex-
perts, the creation of the Code defined Finland as an independent state, and Russia 
with relation to it as a distinctly foreign authority. The resulting increase in Finn-
ish independence led to inevitable conflict with Russian Imperial interests, as well 
as to gradual changes in government policy. However, Finland was in many ways 
the favourite model of Russian progressivist circles15. To many Russians, the reforms 
implemented by Finland were a western exception to the Empire’s rule. Rather, they 
were an example to be followed.
Moreover, Finland’s legal autonomy enabled it to create a centralised prison man-
agement system. In 1869, the role of prison inspector was temporarily introduced, 
followed by the prison management system in 1881.
Finland was a very special part of the Empire. Though Finland had been a part of 
Russia since 1809, its criminal and penal policies were Scandinavia-oriented. As na-
tional self-awareness grew, and suitable conditions for the development of state 
structures were created by the metropole, Finnish autonomy was able to successfully 
develop democratic principles, including the defense of human rights. The Finnish 
criminal justice system was created under the influence of European science and 
practice. Prison reform was conducted rationally and vigorously. The stable political 
situation and improvement of living standards under autonomy only corroborated 
this. In just three decades, beginning in the 1860s, Finland had gained a prison sys-
tem which met international standards of the time16. By then, rehabilitation of pris-
oners had already become a key component of Nordic correctional practice. Effective 
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only expedited transformations. Russian criminal legislation17 had practically no ef-
fect on the developed legal system of Finland, regardless of the fact that Finland was 
an integrated part of the Russian Empire.
The historical process that led to today’s Finnish penitentiary model was found-
ed on pan-Scandinavian principles of equality and prosperity, including legislative 
initiative and close collaboration between politicians and experts. Here we see early 
examples of the respect towards intellectuals and expert knowledge, which began 
to re-shape the politics of criminal justice in this country as early as the mid-19th 
century18.
Today there is common public discussion about excellence of the Scandinavian 
penitentiary system. That is the system what was established also in Finland only 
about 150 years ago. The potential for prison reform, which Finland demonstrated 
in the second half of the 19th century, was so great that it remains relevant to this day.
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Аннотация: Модернизация тюрем и создание центрального тюремного органа в Финляндии были 
связаны с общей реорганизацией управления и законодательства в автономии во 2-й половине XIX в. 
В сообщении рассматривается, как пенитенциарные реформы, проведенные в Великом княжестве Фин-
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